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!Military Attache - Jap.

Sweden

28/5/45

Stockholm

(see also thellUSSNAU MISSION, Jap 26)
Married, wife of high Zap. nobility; 3 sons,
Description; porno 13/3/37 prate
eldest 13 at school in Japan;
Speaks & writes Russian fluently; German poorly; understands some ihMlinh t .
&moderate son; drinks littler doesn't smoke; suffers frau low blood press- f
urei a diligent & tireless worker..Ambiticus, suspicions & intelligent.
Etiolation;
71'
careers

psimm*a;

Grad. War College 3.923
Dapt.(Intelligence Ofricer), Gen. staff, Manchuria - 1934 Instructor of
tactics, War College; 1930-34 organised Pro-Japanese 'National Chinese
MOvemens o , China - 1336-371; CI:amender, Inf. Div., China (1 yr.) - 1940;
returned to War College !: Military Attache, Stockholm Repatriated on
on SS PLUS ULTRA (q.v.) 1/46.
Subject has built up a splendid net or agents covering Germany. England,'

atbonien diplomats; subject & wife do
RUSSIA !MO.; tomvacas Letvian& g

•all the code work; reported to have orders to remain at present post
Germany's collapse to take or Jap. /moll. system for all Europe;
ti:3; violent pro-0 group in Tap..colony, Sweden; suspected of collaboration with TODDY, Loyale to usurp functions of Hungarian Stn. to
Sweden - 2/45; prior to 11/44 received money from various sources. imou(over)

NAZI WAR CRIMES DISCLOSURE

ACT
Declassified and Approved for Release
by the Central Intelligence Agency
Date*•
3

tog 150,000 swisa francs thru sap. &Mobs, Finland; sends =caw to infonneate in England
Neinesine_ good ccmtaot with anornmn named KRASNER in Stockholm - 11/7/45; now in
charge of all intelligence in Europe, the Baltics, British Isles & the Western Hemisphere; reported to rank higher within the Legation than the Minister M has a free hand in all intelligence activities - 7/7/45;
Repartee to oe Chief, tmstern bervice (airectedLagainst Aussie) of JIS. heceived reports
from SUUHARP (Koenigsberg), and ONUCill (Heisingfors).
71422. 14MA/1946 - request by Swedish police for interrogation of ONODSRA, now in Japan.

Subject collaborated with Heine Kramer, See l y of the German Legation in Stockholm, frna
sid,1943 to Spring 1945, furnishing two Allied sitrepe on astern &rope, etc. Other subj.
contacts: Asst. Germ. Air Attache Henrik Menelaus It. Co]. Haalana & Co].. Paasenen of the
Finnish General Staff; official of French Legation naned Pierre Garnier. ONODERA familiar
with activities of JIS and GIS, possibly Hungarian IS, in and concerning Sweden.
Timotta (Jan./maw 1946): WW2° to LICK re repatriates on SS PLUS ULTRA (8 6,2) "(Gen. °NOMA) proved unswerving in his faith in the person of Mr. Lium and conviction!

of indispensable collaboration with the Allies, despite all the happenings during the !
voyage. He said, that the French Intelligence Captain, who had interviewed him at Naples, produced letters addressed to the French authorities by Col. Gamy chief of staff!
of the Polich C in C in London, Gen. Bor Kormandky, and by a Polish Brigadier in Italy,
requesting that a Japanese friend of Poland be accorded friendly attention by the French
ally. The general in reply to a question by the French captain stated that he bad had !i
no direct contact with Ur. Gamier, the contact bawling been made Waugh a V. Belle- I.
garde, who is a friend of Messing's. In the course o: his conversations with the general, the French officer confirmed that Finns like Col. reason= and Haalama, whose men..
dition from Sweden had been requested by the Moscow Govt., were 'safe' in Paris.
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TD74784L (Jen./M4Y 1946): MODER& to EMOMOTO to LIUM(8-2) -Subject's reletionship to German

IS ( fl atways done his beat for using the GIS for his own purposes")..."As it was ;Art of his
duties at the Stockholm post to watch the German situation for objective appraisal, he had
had difficulty in dealing with the Germans on more than one occasion. Info, he got an the
Western front was mostly of the German sources. He did not gather as much info on the Eastern'
—Contacts with other services: Italian (none),
front,Aier,cordance with Tokyo's policy."
FinnisCAWolarian, Polish. "According to ONCIDERA's own experiences, it is very clifsicult
for Japanese to organise in Europe an information network of born-Japanese agen:.7. . It seemed.
most fruitful to single out European agents with former record at the Japanese offiles for a
Japanese-managed network according to their respective capacity and objectives ac* further tot
organise close collaboration with friendly European services of members thereof. MUM
— Comments
could have had certain success in services organised almirthe above lines."
under each of t e above-mentioned national services with bespect to their coverage of Russian .
intelligence. see TDX 93, Encl. #5c for original and more detailed report on this by ENOMOT01.
lei
d
1,
i4.4, se asser-cwopeg
OUT 0629 (23 Mar '46 to itRousseau):Concise eruomary of t/te above for briefing of R.; emphasie:
on ONODERA's remarks vis-a-vis coverage of HIS and Russia by Finns, Poles, etc.
Fi
TDX-93. Encl. #2 (Jan./Mar 1946): /JUR - "His career as director of Japanese Intelligence acts
,
t,
ities is well known. A tough, brilliant militarist. In conversation, a reserved, quiet,
kindly person. (Para.) Many in the Jap. Colony in Sweden felt that °NOMA will never collab-:f
orate with the Allies. I lean towards the optimistic side as a result of very many conversations with him. (Para.) Two things should always be remembered about him. He wrehips
the Emperor. It is reliably reported th-t when the Capitulation came he said, 'Thank God it
is over and we saved the Emperor.' He expressed his desire to be alone and spent some time
before the picture of the Emperor with very great emotion. (Para.) Secondly, he hetes

4.
....hates Communism. Since the Capitulation he devoted his entire time to a study of the
methods of the Russian Revolution. He is considered a Russian expert by 4is colleagues. He
told me personally that it was nis conviction that Russia could never be defeated with only
military pressure from:without, but only through a combination of (that) sad intrigues from
within; that the time is not ripe for such intrigues because of the intense nationalism which
resulted from Russia's great military victories in this war. I asked him if he was of the
opinion that if war brols out between Russia and the Western Powers, Japan would quickly emerge as a great power as a result. He stated categorically that he did not believe such a
result would take place for Japan would become a frontmline and suffer almost complete des' truction, mall Japan and the Western Powers collaborated in preparedness.
"...He agreed in principle (that the Japanese wouldprobably react favorably to Allied
Occupation terms). He added that collaboration with the Allies and the reconstructiog of
. Japan is not a decision but a process. That one must watch policies and the effect on the
Japanese over a long period of tIme.1
"A deep and bitte enmity existed between ONODERA and OKAMOTO, the Jap. Ministerin Stockholm. ONODERA had his agents 21_4Ift the Jap. colony. These, in my opinion, were: Momotaro
MINOT° (q.v.) to inform on the journalists, Kichinosuke SATO to inform on the Military and
Naval Attache personnel, and Jun =CHITA to inform on the Legation staff. These informers
; openly discussed ONODERA as a brilliant Intelligence Director with an incredibly amazing
. capacity to penetrate Intelligence organisations on tie very highest levels. It was also
stated that ONODBRA developed an intricat4, system of contacts, but because of his sympathetic
' nature developed loyalty and did not lose even his remote contacts. It was suggested that f
ONODER1 presents in his person one of our greatest problems in Japan. That the success or I
failure of our reconstruction program in Japan would depend on how successful we are inlet:wit:4
' over men of ONODERA s s ability. I explicitly asked how ONODERA could be of service to the
1 Occupation Authorities and whether not he would collaborate. I was told that if allowance
; is made for his position as a soldier serving his country during the war, and if willingness
.114/..1.■
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...willingness was shown to understand his record on this basis he would probably begin to
feel at ease. If he were given a position to uncover underground nests in Japan and reactionary forces, he could turn in a brilliant job if he would. I suggested he would probably play
a double game it her were given such a position. I was told he probably would (to) begin
with, but if he saw our policies working towards the betterment of the Japanese people he
' would progressively collaborate, and would persuade a great many reactionaries to collaborate
also.
"It was suggested also that MODEM. could turn in a brilliant job in gathering information from Russia through his former contacts, or through establishment of new channels."
1-2 30314, 541/46 (ROUSSEAU to War Dept. for SSU) - Progress Report on Interrogation of Major General Makoto °NORMA, begun 6 May 1946. A preliminary account (q.v. - Dos, Jap le,
ONODERA) of subject's relationships with Finnish, Swedish and Polish IS and of his mission.
"ONODERA has confirmed that his chief mission was to obtain intelligence on the USSR and that
, /detraining and career have centered on Russia."

TD1,43. Encl. #5c. 5/46: ENOMOTO to LIUM - same as TDX44 as briefed on 3., above. See dossies
•

Jap le, ONODERA.

IN 39831. 27 J uly 1946. Rousseau: Interrogation of ON0DERA completed. ONODERA and ONOUCHI

have given the following information concerning collaboration of the Japanese and Pillish in-

telligence services (see Jap le, JAPANESE INTELLIGENCE: COLLABORATION WITH POLISH IS, or ca. ble in FBZ files)....Elnformation from the following sources was transmitted through Japanese
and Manchurian missions in Berlin and ONODERA's office in Stockhoim to London: JAGUBIG (alias
KUNCZEWIECZ and LAPINSKA) in Berlin; PER2 and TADEUS (with Sugikkara) INkaiditmlb in Kaunas and
Koenigsberg; MISHKIENUZZ and ILIMECODIXIIMIZE TOMAS in Warsaw. MIKA in Vienna; KUBKIE. KECK and JESOVITON in Riga; HZABA (JABA) in Helsinki; 13111111311a KOWALEWSKI. in Portugal. All
.
. .

-

-

6.

these soursces were agents (Polish) of or contacted by Michel RUBIKOWSKI (alias Pritre
IWANOW alias RIBICKI), who worked with NISH1WURA in Stockholm, ONOUCHI in Riga 1940, and
ONODERA in Stockholm 1941-44. A member of the Polish mission to koscow—the former Polish
minister to Helsinki--is also believed to have served as a source for RUBIKOWSKI; his rep
ports were sent to RUBIKOWSKI and ONODERA through London.
After the departure from Stockholm in the spring of 1944 of RUBIKOWSKI, who was ampolled by the Swedish Govt. and went to London lat.Jr joining Oen. Anders' army in Italy,
ONODERA continued to receive information from him and Col. WO through BRZESDECCSKI, Polish Nil. Attache at Stockholm (warning of entry into war against Japan of USSR; Russian
tropp movements in Far East); Col. OANO offered ONODEA E=ILIKKEE protection
and money after the Japanese surrender.
For reports which he believed to be British deception, (MODEM paid 610,000 to RZABA
and 'Mr. BERG' in Stockholm, via Stephan GLDOASKI, an arrangement for getting into on Iftete-'
ern Allies made for ONODERA by RIMIIMMSKI before the latter left Sweden.
ONODENA and °NOUGHT provided Rousseau with a list of specialists (JIS) on Russia and
Poland for further questioning.
OUT 1566 to Madrid (re IN 39000 from Madrid): In addition to all details about Hungarian

and Japanese services and their interrelation subject should be questioned specifically on
(1) VT contact with MODEM and knowledge of his whole network; .... (3) Appraisal of Jap
uent Waldemar AHAUJO.
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;762. 2? Jun 47-Text of cable see BOUSSNAV MISSION, U.S. Operational, Japan, Japan Desk.

Memo. Vanderpool (080 ,igntrol) lp Jag, ajtaxOS7—eries vhebler ONOISBA interrogation
report was given to British forces in the field (Japan) or to British authorities by the
ID, ypos, Washington Mexo.Austin (720. WD11 to Dir of Int. 'DOS. 23 Juno 1847 states in
reply that 1 copy only was retained in the Theater and record indicates that it ha% not
been shown to British forces there. Yurther states that Lt Comdr Bousseaulcwpt all pertinent papers in his personal file during preparation.
FSRO-438. Tokyo, July '46: SSU Interrogation of JJOUCHN Hiroas -- subj. naawd as no. 8 on
ONOUCHI's graded list of Japanese specialists on Russian intelligence. See pp. 4, 9, 19,
20, 23, 28 and 33 of report.
See Rapan Desk dossier file folder "ONODERA Disseminations" for disseminated reports based
to the SSU (ROUSSEAU) interrogations ofONODERA Makoto, ONOUCHI Hirose HIRObl Eiichi, ITO
Kiyokazu, KIGOSHI Yasukcau, SATO Tatsuys, INOUE Inichi and SATO Kichinoanke.

